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Consolidation: Minireview
Fragility on the Road
to the Engram
Yadin Dudai task A and the training on task B: groups trained on task
B 5 min, 1 hr, or 4 hr after task A displayed progressivelyDepartment of Neurobiology
The Weizmann Institute of Science better retention, respectively, of task A when tested a
day later. The conclusion was that motor memoryRehovot 76100
Israel needed several hours to consolidate.
Although there were earlier reports on retrograde in-
It took the Muses, daughters of Memory, a single en- terference in motor tasks, the data of Brashers-Krug
et al. (1996) are apparently the first to show a rapidcounter with Hesiod on Mount Helicon to breathe into
the poet divine voice and knowledge. Yet for most of transformation with time of human motor memory from
a fragile to a more stable state. To students of animalus, who are not granted the privilege to mingle with
the immortals, learning is often a much more lengthy, memory, it might not seem too surprising: they often
encounter brief consolidation windows immediatelycomplicated, and frustrating process. Even if we do de-
vote to training sufficient time and attention, memory after training their pet organisms on procedural tasks.
But to investigators of the human brain, it is reassuringmay still take its own obscure path and betray us. And
as if the burden of forgetfulness stemming from the indeed that a common denominator is found between
different forms of memory. Yet this should not be takencontinuing passage of time is not enough, the period
immediately after learning also contributes its share to to imply that consolidation is a unitary process; rather,
it is a family of processes embodied at multiple levelsthe fragility of our engrams. It has long been recognized
that fresh memories are particularly labile and prone to of organization of the brain. The time windows of consol-
idation that we detect and the mechanisms that we tapinterference ranging from normal sensory distractions
to disease and drugs (reviewed by Squire, 1987). This in these time windows depend on our selection of the
species, the memory task, and the level of analysis.brittle initial period in the life of a memory is assumed to
reflect a sensitive step in consolidation, i.e., progressive Memories: Does the Window Close?
Incentive to delve into research on consolidation andstabilization of the newly acquired internal representa-
tion and of processes that ensure its retrieval (reviewed substantial support for its existence came from investi-
gating amnesia in human patients. Many cases of retro-by Dudai, 1989). Consolidation is evident in organisms
far apart on the phylogenetic scale, from slugs to man. grade amnesia, i.e., loss of memory acquired before the
onset of amnesia, exhibit a temporal gradient whereinMuch of the information on human consolidation
emerged so far from studies of explicit memory tasks, recent memories are affected the most (Squire and Al-
varez, 1995). In some cases, the gradient may extendinvolving the medial temporal lobe (Squire and Alvarez,
1995). Recently, Brashers-Krug et al. (1996) reported beyond 20 years. If these data are to be taken at face
value, they could imply that maturation of the trace maythat motor memory, which does not depend on the the
medial temporal lobe, displays consolidation as well. not be completed in years. Such a heuristic conclusion
conceals the complexity of potential issues: is thereThe universality of consolidation is hence further sup-
ported, making it pertinent to discuss our current knowl- stabilization with time of the connectivity within a core
neuronal assembly that encodes the original representa-edge of this important aspect of biological memory.
The Mastering of a Joystick tion, and if there is, is it use dependent? Is there at all
an original representation in memory, considering theBrashers-Krug et al. (1996) instructed subjects to move
the stick of a two-hinged planar manipulandum, to guide reactivation and postulated alteration in representation
each time it is used, either in explicit retrieval or in im-a cursor in a straight line to a series of targets that
appeared on a monitor. The manipulandum perturbed plicit associative processes in the brain? Do some old
representations appear more stable because with usethe movement of the hand with a characteristic pattern
of velocity-dependent forces, and the task required the they become more extensively linked to other represen-
tations and hence more retrievable? All these are exam-subjects to compensate for these forces. Initially, the
subjects found it difficult to adjust, but then learned to ples of questions that exceed the scope of this brief
discussion but clearly attest to our ignorance of thedo it effectively. The degree of similarity between the
trajectory of hand movement before and after the per- mechanistic nature of slow consolidation phenomena.
In animal studies, retrograde amnesia following le-turbing force was activated was taken as the learning
index. After completing taskA, the subjects weredivided sions to the limbic system was reported to extend from
a few days (e.g., Winocur, 1990) to several weeks (e.g.,into groups. The control group was tested 24 hr later
on task A and showed good retention. The other groups Cho et al., 1993). This is still much longer than the sus-
ceptibility period unraveled by pharmacological experi-were trained on task B, in which the manipulandum
produced forces opposite in direction to those on task ments, in which a newly acquired memory was found
to be disruptible by drugs within only a few hours afterA. One of these groups was trained on task B immedi-
ately after task A. Its immediate performance on task B training. A signal finding in this field was that the admin-
istration of RNA or protein synthesis inhibitors to experi-was poorer than on task A (“negative transfer”), and the
performance on task A 1 day later was lower than that mental animals during or immediately after training on
a great variety of learning tasks blocked long-term mem-of the control (“retrograde interference”). The interesting
finding was that the degree of retrograde interference ory (reviewed by Davis and Squire, 1984). These obser-
vations paved the way to molecular and cellular analysiswas clearly an inverse function of the delay between
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of one component of consolidation, occurring immedi- A caveat is, however, appropriate here: although the
conceptual framework of modulation-of-gene-expres-ately after training. This is consolidation of information
sion has itself been successfully consolidated in thestorage in local nodes (e.g., synapses) in the circuits
collective memory of the neuroscience community, itthat encode the experience-dependent representation.
is far from being devoid of substantial difficulties. ForThe understanding of this aspect of consolidation has
example, how is specificity of synaptic change main-advanced significantly in recent years, owing to the im-
tained in a richly branched neuron after gene expressionpressive developments in molecular biology. It is tempt-
is modulated in its nucleus by only a few synapses (foring to speculate that such cellular mechanisms, unveiled
suggestions, see Sossin, 1996), and how much of theby the analysis of relatively simple organisms and exper-
rather massive response of the genome to external stim-imental preparations, contribute to the brief post-train-
uli is causally involved in alteration of the internal repre-ing sensitive periods of the kind observed by Brashers-
sentation in the modified circuit?Krug et al. (1996) in human motor memory.
The Multiple Faces of Consolidation:Storage: In the Beginning There Was CRE
From Universal to UniqueNovel methodologies and preparations made it possible
From what has been said above, it appears that theto reinvestigate the effect of RNA and protein synthesis
spectrum of mechanisms subserving consolidation isinhibition on learning in identified neurons and brain
expected to range from local information storage mech-regions, and to establish convincingly that protein syn-
anisms based on cellular responses of the types sharedthesis is indeed involved in switching from short- to
by other tissues, to system mechanisms unique to thelong-term memory. The coherent body of data led to
brain (Table 1). These processes have probably beena modulation-of-gene-expression theory of memory
molded by a variety of phylogenetic pressures.(Goelet et al., 1986), a modern variant of the structural
An elementary set of storage mechanisms in the cir-theory of learning (Hebb, 1949). In brief, so goes the
cuits that subserve acquisition is initiated during traininghypothesis: memory is the persistence over timeof mod-
or immediately afterward. These mechanisms includeifications in the neuronal populations that encode the
the modulation of gene expression, mentioned above,appropriate representations of percepts, reaction, and
and account for the transient ability of macromolecularaction. At the synaptic level, the modifications are em-
synthesis inhibitors toblock long-term memory; whetherbodied in protein molecules. Long-term storage must
they also account for the disruptive effect of other am-
overcome the limited life span of these proteins. An
nestic interventions immediately after training, such as
appealing possibility is that experience-dependent
electroconvulsive shock or behavioral interference, re-
modulation of gene expression renders the synaptic
mains to be determined. At least part of the aforemen-
modifications immune tomolecular turnover. The stimuli
tioned cellular mechanisms are a manifestation of a gen-
that induce long-term memory trigger molecular cas-
eral type of response of cells to extracellular signals (Hill
cades that modulate the expression of immediate early and Treisman, 1995).
genes (IEGs), which in turn switches on (or off) the ex- Model neural networks can consolidate solely on the
pression of late response genes, culminating in lasting basis of modifications in local nodes (Rumelhart et al.,
synaptic alterations. The interpretation of thepharmaco- 1986). This may also occur in simple neuronal circuits.
logical data was that inhibition of RNA and protein syn- However, in real brains a more differentiated set of
thesis during the first hours after training blocks consoli- mechanisms operates at the system level. It may involve
dation because it blocks transcription and translation gradual recruitment and continuous reorganization of
of the IEGs, which are obligatory for setting in motion brain systems, sustained by endogenous brain activity
the gene expression cascade. Once this cascade starts and sensory input and their interactions. “Everything
rolling, the inhibition becomes ineffective. flows” thus applies to memory as well; the change may
Studies in Aplysia, Drosophila, and rat hippocampus never really end. Such a process, in which engrams
have identified some of the genes that take part in the (probably in neocortex) mature over time to function
postulated consolidation mechanism, and among them, without hippocampal or other medial temporal lobe con-
those whose expression is regulated by the cAMP re- nections, appears to account for the temporally graded
sponse element (CRE) occupy a place of honor (re- retrograde amnesia observed in certain medial temporal
viewed by Carew, 1996). More recent data further sup- lobe pathologies. We do not yet know what are the
port the conclusion that CRE-regulated genes (Impey molecular and cellular mechanisms involved, because
et al., 1996) and CRE-binding proteins (CREB) (Deisse- system consolidation, which is a widely distributed and
roth et al., 1996) are instrumental in long- but not in prolonged process, is much more difficult to analyze at
short-term plasticity. The recruitment of genes in mem- the molecular and cellular level than local consolidation.
ory formation is itself expected to involve multiple However, an individual synapse that receives local input
phases. In experimental animals, fine analysis of the should probably treat it the same regardless of whether
time course of susceptibility of memory to drugs and the input originated at the outside or at the inside world.
mutations during the first hours after training indeed Prime candidates for cellular mechanisms subserving
suggests the existence of multiple waves (Rose, 1995; system consolidation are therefore the same class of
Yin et al., 1995). An extensive search is under way in local cellular processes mentioned above, activated in
several laboratories for such CRE-regulated and other this case over time not only by external but by internal
potentially relevant genes (reviewed by Mayford et al., input as well.
1995). The search for the CREgram has thus become a Why Consolidate Gradually?
reductionist modern variant of the search for the Learning involves a substantial allocation of energy. Why
complicate life by processes that put this investment atengram.
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Table 1. Some Features of Consolidation
Level Type of Mechanism Time Scale Major Research Tools Our Knowledge
Local storage General Hours, Molecular and Progresses
(cellular responses days cellular biology substantially
to extracellular stimuli)
Memory Specific Up to years Neuropsychology, In its infancy
(to brain, to memory imaging
systems, to representations);
expected to be subserved by
local storage consolidation
risk? Since gradual consolidation is a general property Can We Gain from It?
Understanding consolidation may result in practicalof biological learning, there must be some gains in it that
lead to its emergence in evolution. Several possibilities gains. In addition to clarifying amnesia further, the ex-
pected knowledge could be harnessed to understandcould be entertained:
Local storage consolidation, or the ability to trun- better and possibly improve normal memory. One route
might be via more effective use of teaching and trainingcate, quench, or reverse experience-dependent cellular
changes shortly after they are initiated, provides protec- procedures that are tailored to specific tasks and take
into account thesensitive timewindows of consolidationtion from lasting effects of noise and endows the system
with enhanced combinatorial plasticity. This ability can in these tasks. Cellular mechanisms of consolidation
were already proposed to explain the advantage ofbe achieved, for example, by controlling the transition
from posttranslational modifications to gene expression spaced training, i.e., training with intercalated rest inter-
vals, over massed training with no rest (Yin et al., 1995).(a transition mechanistically required by the inherently
limited life span of proteins) and by active erasure (e.g., Another route might be to explore better the role of sleep
in consolidation and put it into use (Karni et al.,1994). YetStaubli and Chun, 1996). The fragility of local synaptic
modifications throughout the first hours after they are another route might be to develop memory-enhancing
pharmacology that promotes consolidation (McGaugh,triggered may be a price paid for an overall safer and
richer malleability. 1966).
The ChallengeIn memory system consolidation, progressive consoli-
dation might permit better selection among a rich reper- Impressive data are continuously accumulating on mo-
lecular and cellular mechanisms that consolidate synap-toire of inputs. Such selection can serve two major ob-
jectives. First, similar to other efficient knowledge tic changes shortly after the acquisition of new informa-
tion. Molecular biology and neurogenetics are bound tosystems, the brain operates at any moment on a large
systematic body of a priori knowledge, and the ability shed more light on the intricate molecular mechanisms
involved and on their degree of specificity and causalto selectensures pruning of those fragments of percepts
and associations that may lead to inconsistency with role in learning. However, this is only a preamble to
the elucidation of consolidation. Only little is currentlythese data bases and confusion (Crick and Mitchison,
1983). Second, the multiplicity of memory systems, and known about downstream high level processes, which
are expected to be task dependent and species depen-the delayed reorganization and stabilization, may permit
better categorization and hence a more coherent, effec- dent and proceed over weeks to years. A major chal-
lenge would be to bridge between the local and systemtive, and parsimonious construe of the world (McClel-
land et al., 1995). And, last but not least, the tremendous consolidation processes, to unveil how molecular and
cellular events subserve slow system stabilization ofphylogenetic advantage of associability of internal rep-
resentations dictates continuous plasticity, hence some engrams in complex brains, and to determine what it is
in the concerted activity of our brain that makes it soinstability, in acquired representations.
When Is It Counterproductive? successful in keeping a delicate balance between fragil-
ity and stability of its internal representations, be theyThere is one type of memory in which successful consol-
idation might prove disadvantageous. This is working of pastel sunsets, the Goldberg Variations, or how to
master a joystick.memory. Inherent in this faculty is the transient nature
of the representations, formed by ad hoc combinations
of on-line (sensory) and off-line (memory) information. Selected Reading
In this respect, it would be interesting to compare the
Brashers-Krug, T., Shadmehr, R., and Bizzi, E. (1996). Nature 382,cellular mechanisms of memory in brain systems en-
252–255.gaged in working memory, e.g., frontal cortex (Goldman-
Carew, T.J. (1996). Neuron 16, 5–8.Rakic, 1995), with those engaged in more permanent
Cho, Y.H., Beracochea, D., and Jaffard, R. (1993). J. Neurosci. 13,storage. Are metabolic cascades that culminate in local
1759–1766.consolidation activated normally in synapses that sub-
Crick, F.H.C., and Mitchison, G. (1983). Nature 304, 111–114.serve working memory? And if not, how is the activation
Davis, H.P., and Squire, L.R. (1984). Psychol. Bull. 96, 518–559.of such cascades avoided? Is it done by keeping the
incoming stimuli below a certain threshold or by recruit- Deisseroth, K., Bito, H., and Tsien, R.W. (1996). Neuron 16, 89–101.
ment of specialized synaptic mechanisms, or, alterna- Dudai, Y. (1989). The Neurobiology of Memory (Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press).tively, by external control circuits?
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